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Noted Lecturer Talks
On Eros, Sex at 11:30

UNDE,t

heats, faculty and the general
p
Dr. LcsIdihn has recently been
s :dying the spiritual problem of
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Jose

i’dilation has been
me music department at
the National Association
S.IS
of S M. -4s of Music (NASms accordine to word received by President John T. Wahlquist from Walter Aerley. chairman of the NASAL
public relations committee.
SJS was promoted to full membership in the association, which
carries full accreditation with it,
at the NASA! meeting Nov. 23 in
Cincinnati.
The ...liege had previously been
an asiasiate member in the organization.
:hose attending the meet A,,,..
m
1,1. Hartley Snyder. head
(.1 the music department at SJS.
sho presented a paper concerning
a national survey on the adminiatration of student teaching in the
usic.
field ’’Im
l
SJS was among three schools
,somoied from associate to full
smtership.
The NASM is designated by the
National Commission on Accreditint; as the responsible agency for
the asereditation of music degree
curricula

I
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UNDERPASSES ANSWERS
to A. P. Hamann. San
Jose city manager, vehicular underpasses may he the answer to
the controversial Seventh Street
problem. He said that the underpasses would allow for pedestrian
traffic and mall development without creating the traffic: problems
anticipated if the street simply
were closed.
Expansion plans include the purchasing of two s u nir- 0 blocks

According

--- ...

New Union
Preparation
Underway

- ;us

4 iht
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Set your watch. Tomorrow, at
9 a.m., marks the beginning of
"13" day at San Jose State.
The Community Services Cornmittee and the AFROTC are co, sponsoring the semi-annual Blood
!Drive to bolster the depleted supply in the SJS Blocs’ Credit Club.
The drive will run until 4 p.m.
in Hoover Hall with stud i n t
nurses and volunteer Red Cross
technicians assisting in the col -

;quarters,

.in this subjeet because of Rau:
!. church’s missionary’ activities.
I Cooke said this was pi, iliainly i ia
1
,only country 011 earth that would
allow a "halfbresol" as he termed
’himself, to speak on his adopt ,t
!country’s shortcomings.
I Cooke briefly mentioned his personal limitations in speaking on so
broad a subject, saying he hasn’t
visited every nation in the world.
El -HOPE DEVASTATED
Traring sontemporary Europe’s
attitude toward us, Cooke remindvd the atalienre that just 16 years
devastated. All
ago. Europe was
1111. Winners were bankrupt. he said.
"IiIiirope was the pupil, patient
undetand the tteggar It must be
pretend to
,stossl that people don’t
philan,love teachers. doctors or

!

ithropists.-
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LEGEND: I. Journalism and unassigned; 2.
Audio-Visual; 3. Speech and Drama; 4. Classroom-Centennial Hall; 5, Student Personnel;
6. Science; 7, Classroom; 8. Bookstore; 9. Telephone Exchange (removed - relocated); 10.
Boiler plant; I I. Corporation Yard (removedrelocated); 12. Science; 13. Classroom; 14.
Auditorium; 15. Classroom; 16. Journalism (removed-relocated); 17. Home Economics (removed-relocated); 18. Chapel; 19. Faculty
Office Building; 20. Physical Education classroom; 21. Women’s Gymnasium addition; 22.
Women’s Gymnasium; 23. Engineering addition;
24. Engineering; 25. Industrial Arts; 26. Cafeteria; 27, Music; 28. Music addition; 29. Art
Building; 30. Health Service; 31. Education; 32.
Multi -story parking (2,025 cars); 33. Residence
halls-women A-B-C (600); 34. Residence halls
-men D -E-F (600); 35. Temporary Student Activities (removed); 36. Temporary Police -Military Science (removed); 37. Temporary class-

Station Delay

s

4

f’s
Ass

awn-

room buildings; 38. Temporary building (removed); 39. Temporary building (removed);
40. Temporary building (removed); 41. Classroom Building No, 1; 42, Science Building, North
Wing; 43. Residence hall (Cafeteria); 44. Classroom Building No. 2-2,500 FTE; 45. College
Union Building; 46. Bookstore addition; 47.
Science Building, South Wing; 48. Relocate
corp. yard, receiving warehouse, South Campus;
49. Administration Building; 50. Residence halls,
500 men, 500 women; 51. Parking garage; 52.
TV facility-instructional and curriculum; 53.
Cafeteria addition-2nd story; 54. Men’s Gymnasium and pools; 55, Classroom Building No.
3-1,250 FTE; 56. Parking garage; 57. Home
Economics Building; 58. Residence halls, 1,400
students, South Campus; 59. Classroom Building No. 4, 1,250 FTE; 60. Science Building,
West Wing; 61. Cafeteria No. 2; Central Library; 63, Auditorium, 3,000 seats; 64. Residence halls, 1,400 students, South Campus;
65. Killion Hall.

Morgenthau First Guest
n ’siting S c o ar an

Una% stable delas s in the us
struction of the hroadeasiing
V
citifies for the San 1015’ State
new EM Stall n. ISS.1S ha
:
caused the initial
I9;
date to he set at Januarv
It, 11.01, A 14 ,r_;,11I11,1:1. pi,li.-,,,,
i
According to Miss Lindy
.sreh.’I’
r,1 political science and director ’d
public relations director It’ r
, ’he Center for the Study ot Amerthe major cause of the
... a in Foreign and Militars- is,lirs at
lay is lack of funds for enginets
the University of Chica.go. will lie
ing work.
the first "visiting scholar" in the
inaugurated SJS Lecture
swly
/I
ograin Ile will be at &IS tomorw and Friday.
11 sr. I’. ’ I lit ing his visit will be
f
I .. ’1
i iithatfs lecture, "Rellei..,11. on the Nuclear Age." in
Morro Dailey Auditorium. balsa.vy at S p.iii
In cooperation with the College
testure Committee. ASH official,
At first. Europe was suspirious I eontacted Dr. Alorgenthau I a s I
of Amerman molisf’S in its oft (’I’ summer and recoivad onifirniation
of help with the Marshall Plan. this fall of his acceptance.
Cooke said. You can imagine what 1
rhe majoi difference between
I to lie, the "visiting scholar" program and
this (lid to Europtan PI’ll"e
upstart."
saved by an
the itresent lecture program is that
In 1947. the hewt,matt iitti. Fur- , the scholar remains on campus for
opeans noted the "Similarity of the , a twodas. period. during which
classes. holds
United States and Russia in their !On., he visits several
with
exercise of power. They were more informal discussion sessions
: S.IS stmlest, iiml is ssents a pubalike than different."
si evening
,
: .
lic !ism . ’
Films. sent productivity teams
4,t Kit %.\ ROI; N
to our land to relearn manufactur.
.
.
. t Titans. in
Bort,
ing techniques. "Some stayed to 1904. lit M.,, . . .. oimpleted
admire us." he said. In the late
oldies it Ber
his undergrailik,..
1940s, American knu uwhos. was a
lin. Frankfurt ,ind Munieh Ile did
very isaitilar u-st. iii
prat -graduate work :it thi, Iii.:1.ill.
ate Institute tor Int.rnational
U.S. LIKED BETTER
cvas al"Now Europe can like is on Studies at Geneva and
He also
other grounds, in that lie is al- milted to the bar in 1927
served as acting president of the
.uo Pug.’
,
Lahol Laa court m Frankfin t

Kennedy OK in Europe
Comments Alistair Cooke
Ity Tim DARR
’ ’,Mos chief U.S (.011Voat
Manchester
the
’.4,1 a gathering of 250
hint,IPY Auditorium Yes’It 1<ennedy
ran for
.1 Isirinss he would win
,,
.,
addressed a leetli(i.re i.o..iianisoted
by the College
mile committee
and the ASH.
In his Ids
01
tile Rest 01
I44,14,’
’s
the w,s.hd s;
.. ni,,cd history to pre-Revolution ’11Y
Id days in England’s relationship wit h
this county, then
lumped sround
the world to tie in
ttittuu,t.tot,, ’ti a subject he has
a year
),:ned to him
mi Young Univet 1411 speaking sea,
said that he felt the
Si Ut bitt5were inlet-tate.’

:(.1,14./1
I
and
A tics, Is proposed Imo :el imin S11’11.1
of the San Jose State campus. call- Santa Clara Streets. was unveiled
last week at a meeting of the SJS:
ing for the acquisition of approxi-’
Campus Planning Committee and
30 acres of surrounding
, mutely
representatives of the sits of San
:land and tile closure of Seventh
Jose.
Explained by Roland Foreman of
7x4rAlifre - tr.!"
the State Division of Architecture, consulting architect for SJS.
the master plan provides for the
closing of San Carlos Street between Seventh and Ninth Streets.

1

Film,
,,, 1, .11
iin
Indian
tin P viii English
Last semester, 307 pints were
Massie film
collected in the one-day event. exat 3,31) In Concert
ceeding the previous high dona. p M. in Morris Dailey
thin of 273 pints, set the semester
A
Intim. to that.
loner at five festiGiant banners hung in strateL;ic
ii
means
campus locations will remind the
’he Path." Filmed
student of his opportunity to doiwarded prizes for
nate. The banners will be hung
7 Direction" at the
111 the alley between the physical
otornational Ellin
plant and the home economics
.-, 111 FIV11111(1 win building, the physical plant :Ind
Film Festival.
the buildings and grounds head as well as over the
:archway between the science and
take on the flavor ’humanities library and the reset -at’
oiii Alexis(’ with modern inflec- I book room.
ms tonight as students dance ;
Students over 21, and found to
, the theme of "Tortilla Twist." , be in good health following a short
.1ctoity gets underway at 7:30 blood analysis and interview. will
1. in the Women’s Gym. A 45- I he able to donate without parent
nuts color travelogue on Mex- consent. No previous application
so has been scheduled as tonight’s need he made for this group or
special attraction.
married students over IS.

_
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B Day Tomorrow
ountdown Begins
For Needed Blood
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r Eros fin Greek mythology, the
1 god of love, equated with the
Latin C’upid) as distinguished from
sex. He has said, "the starting
point of this lecture is the fundamental difference between sexual- ’
ity and Ems in the sense of love
between the sexess"
He added, "The two phenomena.
though of a different order, are
normally but not necessarily in-,
terconnected."
Dr. Leddihn, who speaks French,’
German, English, Hungarian, Russian and Japanese, has visited almost 70 countries and all 50 of
the United States.
In addition, the international
scholar has authored several
books and taught at a number of
colleges and universities in Europe and America.
In an autobiographical sketch.
he wrote, "I might add that my
lecturing in American colleges and
universities has been continually
rewarding to me, since it has kept
me in live contact with the
younger generation of the country on which so much of the world’s
future depends."
Dr. Leddihn is married to a
countess, has lived on a Navaho
Indian reservation, and in 1957
was made a Knight of Grace for I
Merits of the Sovereign Military :
(rider of the Knistis of Malta.
1

i.iik Ritter oin litiehtielt1.oldilin. Austrian-born lecturer,
philosopher and t reveler, will
speakon -Eros, Sex. Marriage
and Death" this morning at 11:30
in Concert Hall.
The lecture, sponsored by the

college Lecture Committee, will
!.:st an hour and be open to ltd.

us

Campus Master Plan Unveiled;
Expansion to Keynote Future

Spattanet

’UPI

By PAT ANGLE
Where do we go trom here."
was the question posed to the
San Jose State College Union
Planning Committee at their meet ing last week.
Dr. Dwight Bentel. head of the
’Department of Journalism and
Advertising and committee chairman. said. "In the past we have
talked about a union, under the
assumption that, once we got it.
’ our problems would be over. In
.reality, they are just beginning."
One of the committee’s primary
, concerns, according to Pres. John
T. Wahlquist, is to find a director
for the union.
Letters have been sent out
, college union directors through....
the country indicating San Jose
State’s need for a director.
NEED FOR DIRECTOR
Dr. Bentel stated that it an
necessary to send these letters
soon as possible because "rn .
of the state colleges are not,
need of directors.
"We would be chagrined to find
that the men we want have been
snapped up by the other colleges."
Bentel commented, "Great agencies of the state are not working
to help us out. We’ve got to (I()
It ourselves. It is going to be an
enormous job.’’
Anticipating replies to the letter, the committee decided that
a definite priority item should be
to define the duties of the director,
!r. to Wh OM he will be reand other related quitsions.
isStanley
C. Benz. dean of stodents, while stressing the importance of a director, admitted
that "with union directors as hard
:3 come by as they are. it will
probably he six months or a year
oefore we can cot this perm in
.3ose and bring him to this cam -

.1
11 .,t the
.1 Geneva. where he ,
so ight i .r.. 1932-35. Following a
year of ,.: siring in Madrid. Spain.
he came ii, the United States in
19:17
.
COLLEGE LECTURER
In addition to his teaching duties.
he has been Consultant to the Deisn’t mete of State in 1949 and 1951
;in.! ha, !poured at all if the
United States ll’ar Colleges and
NAT., Doense College. He has
also teen a member of the Instihoe for Advanced Study. at Princeton and an associate of the Washinston Center for Foreign Policy
Researeh
A member of the Missouri It,
Dr. Morgenthau is the ituthor ol
many articles and hooks on inter national law, politics and theor.
welcomed Its 5.?:I le Will . he
Pres John T Wahlquist tor...,
tiow. and will attend a humanities
(lass before holding informal .11,cussions with students in rooms A
and I; of the cafeteria.
Students and faculty may attend
the seeond of his informal ,:i - (ussion sessions Friday at 9:30., .
in Ill Fir MorgenthaU will att. ii,
a 10 :10 a to political science class
teolire and. tollowing lunch, will
lie honored at a faculty reception.
1114:1111 ill III
’
Dr morgenthiot’s visit still eonelude with his attendance at a 2:30
p at political science leeture
I,

i

I.

1,i veri! .

I

1111S. -

...Am.:

Glen E Guttormsen. S.IS bose
ness manager. commented that
"program planning a-ill not he dependent upon atho we select as
director, We can secure guidance
in this area from consulting 14111-V!Ceti. Four subcommittees were established at the meeting. The first
will set up criteria and give a
.eset. .
I
lotion 01 the job of coil, ,,
union director. The second n.
work on the problem of stiaii
vote, because the union must ...
apitemed by two-thirds oistudents voting in a camps, i.

,

San Fer:1.410.1 3tnit
nando. Sixth and Eighth Streets;
the one-half block between San
larks and San Salvador Streets
and lacing on Fourth Street; two
square blocks bounded by San Fernando. Tenth, San Carlos and
Ninth Streets: and three blocks
hounded by Seventh. Tenth, San
Salvador and William Streets. excepting St. Paul’s Met hodis t
Church.
NEW BUILDING
Included within the new area extending to Santa Clara Street is
a proposed new administration
building, an auditorium with a 3.000
seat capaeity, two eight -story residence halls to house 500 men and
5(10 women, and a new home economies building.
Foreman said that the area
bounded by Seventh. Tenth and
San Salvador Streets would become the site if a new 5.000-seat
men’s gy mnasium and a second
1.51,0-car parking garage. Concerning the new men’s phssical education building. Hamann remarked
that the idea opens "new avenues
to work something out with the
state" in a cooperative venture to
build a 10,000-seat sports arena
convention hall for the city.
JOINT EFFORT
Should the city and college finance such an effort jointly, the
building could he used by the college and the city for spectator
...loos such as basketball. professional boxing. wrestling and convention use
The master plan includes a proposed third parking garage and
two major classroom buildings on
the two blocks east of the present
campus.
Foreman explained that the
building program outlined in the
master plan is expected to cover
a period of 10-15 years. The plan
is keyed to a maximum enrollment of 265/00 full-time equivalent students or upwards of 23.000
individuals

Journalist’s Book
Reviewed Today
By Business Prof
which is "all, reFree Alen.
searched." acenrding to today Is it viewer. H. Arthur Hoverlancl, assistant professor of business, will
be the book talk selection at 12:30
in rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
Barth. who is an editorial writer
for the lVashington Post, wrote the
book in 1951. The p rofessor
stressed. h,aveyer, that althnugh
the txxik was written almost a
dozen years ago. it is still very
timely except for specific situations mentioned,
says Barth’s work
HI,verland
. . is a 20th Century rallying
cry against creeping conformity.
"Although Earth has borniwed
heavils front John Stewart Mill
and Oliver Wendell Holmes, basic
concepts of freefloan and I’ ’’ally
need restatine.
"The international crisis of the
moment often (seises us to forget
the fundamental liberties which
are so important to a free society.
"Barth has reiterated these, put
them in a current context. and
clearly shown hoss. these liberties
are being eroded."
Copies of book talk books may
be checked out at the circulation
desk of the Library for one week.
SlemIxsrs of the college community are invited I, n attend the
,-

Voting Begins Today
In "Gam" Contest

tion.
Student
n dropping pennies
The third and fourth will he
.
in charge of programming and in jars this morning to vote for
.
their favorite contestant in the anrInanriniz. respect is it
nual "Gorgeous Gams" enntest.
sponsored to the Freshman Class_
Voting continues in front of the
.u.feterni today until 4:30 p.m. and
tomorrow 1.1’0111 1’.1 3o a.rn until 4:30
p.m.
The candidates. displaying their
Signups for the 52 counselor po- legs on photographs at the voting
sitions at Spartaeamp. SJS" iinique table, are tieing sponsiired h living
leadership conference eash spring, groups and organziations at SJS.
will end Friday afternoon, accord The winner ,if the contest will
ing to Mike Hooper, camp pub- he announced at a dance Fr1das.
heity chairman.
I Both the Freshman (lass and AWS
Students are to sign up for an announced yesterday that their
’’’a ow time when they turn in previously separate dances would
.,..
.pplieations at the College he combined into one big one, held
7 Interviews will be from in the Women’s Gym from 9 p.m.
.
Ho.
to 1.0) a 111
A .1. .111.(r, on the Monterey Pen- I
Admission to the dam-E.. featurinsina, a-ill again he the site of ing the music of the Soul Brothers
the camp, this year slated for band, is 35 cents and the attire
March 16-17.
Is casual or wrhteil clothes.

Interviews
Soon
F
or Spartacamp

^
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Thrust and Parry

Red Struggle Multiplies
Indian Economy Problems
r

ICC Secretary Pleas
For Student Support
Editor:

This

setback for the Indian ltl’inum.
In this fiscal year ending Junc
30, Indian received $727 million
in U.S. aid for an over-all total
of around $4 billion.

rut!

aistivay to
harLii
the lupe that somehow the Soviet Union will get the Red
Chinese off his back, he also is
being forced to the more unpleasant view that his struggle
with the Chnase most likely will
cora little.
This, is turn. means a severe

Even with massive aid, it was
estimated it would be at least lo
more years before India could
ttecom,
Mitt N TIM. DIFFICULTIES
As a nation of 400 million
tempting a leap from a 1,a,kard agricultural economy N
:all industrialization. even tht
normal difficulties made India’s
problem a huge one. But with
,.ch step forward also came nm
I fficult ies.
New. expensive factories ran
,xlovv capacity.
Government operations failed
to return a profit.
Training of new managers and
!echnicians lagged.

Rise and Shine
ith a hot,
at

;.ist

Coffee
cakes,

If there is a blight side, it is
*his:
The Indian populatitai is re,orted united now as it never
Lis been before.

.1‘

nourishing breakCreamery

Crystal
Shop.

waffles,

hot

Eggs,
ham,

or sausage, cooicd

BREAK WITH PAST

bacon z:

the way

The struggle will relieve Neh,I from heeding the Pleas Itl
:,,tliticians for district pork barrels.

you like them.

Crystal Creamery

Zi

For Nehru it was a tremendous break with the past when
he was forced to ask the United
States for military aid.

COFFEE SHOP
’te and Santa Clara

San Jose

k

tpulithe

ytirrAre.--4-3.

IMMO

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San
S nue 1925

For His Christmas...
A Jacket He’ll Treasure
THIS WEEK
OPEN MONDAY.
THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY
EVENING
TILL 9

"ThIS

IS

FAX EN10_IGH

II

bq

By CAROL sWENSEN
With California soon to pass Ni.,% )(sick as the most populous
state in the nation, it now must lure about half of its teachers
from out-of-state.
California State Department of Education estimates that 8,01t0
elementary and secondary school teachers must be hired to fill the
current demand.
"The facts and figures will show that California institutions of
higher education are not producing a sufficient number of
teachers to meet the demands,"
relates Dr. G. W. Ford, head of
the Secondary Education Department.
Meanwhile, the preparation of
administrators and supervisors
is about even with the demand,
a cco rd in g to Dr. Henry M.
Gunn, Administrative and Supervision Department head.
NOT PROPERLY PREPARED
Dr. Ford added, -Many of
these out-of-state teachers are
prepared to teach high school.
Once in California they are
placed in grades seven, eight
and nine. These teachers then
cause complications because they
are not properly prepared."
Dr. William G. Sweeney, dean
of the Division of Education.
finds that ’’The confusion of the
current legislation over the licensing of teachers ISenate Bill
57i will make us take more
teachers from out -of -stale."
Dean Sweeney indicated that
Senate Bill 57, which would
change the credential structure
to a five-year program, may
have some effect on the amount
of students entering the Education Department.

I

corn pet i inn

the

peak

will

reached around 1965 or possibly
1961i. By 11470 there should be
an equal supply and demand,"
commented Dr. Ford.
Deal
sees no sign
I decreasing, unof Ow
les,
.
a reduction in
a subsiding of
the birth ia,I hi
migrat,/,a Hum East to
West.
TEACHING
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MACHINES?

Teaching machines could be
used to help teachers. But the
faculty members interviewed all
agreed that machines will never
replace teachers.
"Teaching machines will not
replace teachers out may helo
Speed sip their work. Teach, may Use I tim as aids. sits is-i eual equipment, Professor Keith.
Dr. Ford very definitely indicated: "Any teacher who can be
represented by a ti ’ ’’
chine should be mu.
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’,AT 8 TO 5
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North Screen
THE VAMPIRE
AND ’THE BALLERINA

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO
BABY JANE?
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ESQUIRE
(formerly Mayfair)

CL B-1144

I THANK A FOOL

1191 E. Santa Clara St,
Phone: CY 3-8405
I great stars in 2 tot:, h
[s -is Day and James Caen,

"LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME"

Cary

Grant, Deborah Kerr and
Waiter Pidgeo, in
"DREAM WIFE"

1111111.111.8111111111.11111111111MINIII

Reuteita
DRIVE-IN
ROMAN HOLIDAY
starring Audrey Hepburn
and Gregory Peck

CONVICTS FOUR
They’re A Riot in the Big House"

l

SABRINA
,.;r elf Hepburn
Irn Holden
1111111111MIBIBMIIINIMINIMMIE
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400 South First St.
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CONCRETE JUNGLE

SARATOGA
14502 Big Basin Way
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THE IMPORTANT MAN
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Graduation
and
Wedding
photography

And God Croat. d Woman

COLD WIND IN AUGUST

Y 7TOW N E 3060
1433 The Alameda
Two Great English Comedies
CARRY ON TEACHER

TAKE A STUDY BREAK

. . . enjoy a movie

CARRY ON SERGEANT

AuguJi
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pit rp/olp

San Jose

OPEN DAILY 8 TO 6
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asunder."
I would like to ask the professor if it is merely by coincidence’
that he ehose essentially the
same terminology as Karl Marx
to criticize essentially the same
thing LIN did the great doctrinaire of liberalism. It anything
can be termed "puerile claptrap," his recent Thrust and
Pat -iv letter can tel

lit if iF
Laurence Birns, assistant professor of political science, may
well have used "bourgeois claptrap" when he referred to my
use of the words of freedom and
responsibility, for this is the
terminology Karl Marx uses in
the English translation when referring to these ideas as products
of the decadent bourgeois

with ASB Card
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-
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DEAN WILLIAM G. SWEENEY
. . . looks for teachers

$3511 ’tuition 5,1
postage increase
,,,
5-cent first class S ;MIPS 25; ,a

From Whence Came
’Claptrap’ Phrase?
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California Must Import
8,000 Teachers Yearly

NO DEMAND INCREASE
Some day California may supply enough teachers to eliminate having to reach out of
state for assistance.
Prof. Lowell 0. Keith, head
ot the Elementary Education
Department, feels that there will
be no sharp increase of demand.
But he warned, "It may possibly taper off around the ’70s,
but if there is a credential
structure change this may increase the demand and decrease
,..aptay."
t

demi!,

FOR

letter is being written in
an effort to being to the ;Mention of all "ethnic, cultural and
lanemage groups" on campus the
urgent need for them to realize
that, if representative members
of their individual clubs do not
support inter-Cultural Council,
it will he dissolved by the ASIL
ICC needs their suraxirt: for
the basic purposes of ICC is to
help co-ordinate club activities
and present international programs to the students that will
represent the member clubs as
a whole. ICC serves San Jose
State as an information center
on international student affairs
and accounts. Flow can this organizatiim be of any use if those
for whom it is created aten’t
represented at the meetings?
ICC. which had so much success last semester, in sponsoring
International Week, the International Day Bazaar. the International Symposium, the International Ball and the International Queen Contest, is now tieing threatened with dissolution
due to a lack of support.
Deanna roomer.
Secretary of ICU
ASIR 1115435

1st Manifesto. Karl Marx states,
"The biturgeois claptrap ;dead
the family and education . . .
becomes all the more litst;t1titing
the more . . . all family ties
among the proletarians are toin

nrsivr..: fly
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Historic Civil War Photographs
Form Dramatic, Realistic Exhibit

its ROR PACINI
Reams of com have been written about war.
Writers have attempted to convey with words its horrors, its
futility and its tragedy.
But any writer would have a
difficult time trying to equal the
powerful me, age carried by the

in
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formal wear
since 1906

See us for all your bakery needs.
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birthday cakes and pies.
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lonesco’s Play
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Friday Evening
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"Ragtime Revisited"
Thursday, Nov. 29
Hc,"r Gym, 8:30
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a movie

eurrent photo exhibit in the Library, "Photography and the
Civil War."
It’s a moving exhibit. It’s
blunt. It’s ugly. It hits you
squarely on the chin and deeply
in the heart.
It’s a devastating collection of
historic photographs showing, as
no other method can, the ugliness and pain that man inflicts
upon himself.
The exhibit, now touring the
country and sponsored by the
Anseo Corporation, is part of the
centennial observance of the
Civil War.
Many of the photographs are
by Mathew Brady, one of the
pioneer photo -journalists of the
time.
The most moving pictures in
the exhibit are definitely those
of the aftermaths of the major
butt les.
THE GRIM VISAGE
One section of the exhibit
titled "The Grim Visage," has
stark, realistic pictures of the
horror and tragedy of the war.
They were pmbably unequalled
for emotional impact until the
photographs of World War It.
The names of the pictures in
hi, section speak for themselves

SAN JOSE

Eugene lonesco s "Amedee," a
play described by its author as
a "comedy," hut which is a
strong commentary of modem
times, opens this Friday evening
at 8:15 in College Theater.
Director for the production.
the second major presentation
by the Speech and Drama Departnent this semester, is Dr
Jack Neeson, associate professor
of drama.
Starring in the play as the
rather pathetic Amedee is Russell Holcomb, who portrayed
Caesar in the department’s
earlier presentation of "Androcles and the Lion."
Taking the role of Madeleine.
his wife, is Mari -Lyn Henry.
CAST MEMBERS
Other members of the cast
include H. James Tellefson, the
postman; Gail Lundin and Richard Dussell as two policemen:
Diane Janzen as a tavern owner:
1-ttrialci Magnuson and Tellefson
tt- soldiers: Margaret Azevedn
as Mado: Marian Stave as the
woman at the window and Robert Fttinklin as the man at the
00
According to Dr. Neeson the
play has never been presented
before on the Wnst Coast and it
is doubtful that it has ever been
presented anywhere in the United States.
"Amedee" was written by
Ionesco, a Romanian -born playwright now living in Paris, in
1954.
Enormous staging problems
are insolved in the production
of lonesco’s play.
STRANGE COUPLE
Briefly. the play is the story
of Amedee and Madfdeine. a
married ctaiple, somewhat cornic,
unrealistic and beset by a very
unusual problem.
The audience will see -the
prohlern" on stage, but what it
means will tary with each spectat’,)’.
Tickets for the production are
on
it College Theater Box
Prices are 50 rents for
Oft ,,,
.t
ci. and $1.25 general ad n. The play will he repeated Dee. 1 and 5-8.

January and June

- -Bloody Lane," photographed
at Antietam in September, 3862,
"Devil’s Den," photographed at
the Gettysburg battlefield in
July, 1863.
These are not pleasant pictures, but they’re an accurate
account of what happened.
Other photos show the fury
and intensity of the war, such as
the picture of Dunker (’hutch on
the Antietam battlefield, where
civilians were called upon to
bury the dead and care for the
wounded.
An interesting photograph is
that of the Union Fort Sedgwick, only 300 yards from the
Confederate Fort Mahone. Soldiers on both .itles nicknamed
their outposts. "Fort Hell." and
"Fort Damnati,tn."
FORT HELL
The photograph of "Fort Hell"
captures the destruction and pitiful conditions in which the soldiers lived and fought.
Other shots include photos of
battle terrain. Union soldiers at
the Appomattox courthouse, captured Confederate cannon.
Also included in the large exhibit are portraits by Brady of
Robert E. Lee, Ulysses Grant,
and a large, striking portrait of
Abraham Lincoln.
A memorable photograph shows
Lincoln, on Oct. 3, 1862, talking
to a group of Union soldiers.
But probably the most interesting picture in the collection
is a recently discovered photograph that shows Lincoln delivering the Gettysburg Address on
Nov. 19, 1863.
Other portraits in the colter -

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND
Nylana Bulky
35e oz.
sample
This is rust
of the savings at . . .

THE YARN SHOP
319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
San Jos (opposifis ErriperlUrfl
’,pen Mon C Thurs Eves 11

Tittd

iiiei

A LINCOLN PORTRAITThe Great Emancipator, Abraham
Lincoln, is one of the mcst famous plates taken by Mathew Brady,
Civil War photographer included in the current library photo

exhibit.

tion include sine of General
They are found on the first and
George A. Custer. probably taken
second floors of the north wing
shortly before the expedition that
of the library and the first floor
resulted in the famous Custer’s of the south wing.
Last Stand.
The exhibit will be on display
until Dec. 12.
Another highly interesting
cis
photograph is that of the
\dr’ ..02402.7..CIZOOtate.020’...000,7
of the USS Monitor
battle with the Merrimac
More than 100 photographs are
ineluded in the exhibit. P.t , could he written about_ ete h
them
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rrconing at 11.30 in Concert
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-ong artists will pet:
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irii,Heatr,n in the Annual Anthol:7,
I Chilrge Poetry.
:,,
arc An Ancient Beast," by
t Brown, "Foretxxling." by
Shirley June Goodrich and "The7
Criterion of Meaning." by Judy ,
Saltzman.
The anthology is a compilation
of poetry by college students from
every section of the country. Selecte.ns are made from thousands of
millemitted poems.
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Grants for Career Series
Offered by Local Agency

Scottish Tartan

Kiltckipt4

Several scholarships to atieno
the "Career Planning in Life In
surance" series is being offered 1.
SUS students by members of the
General Agents and Managers of
San Jose.
Students interested in learning
about career opportunities in insitrame should make appla’attgri
,Ittr the selicalantia..-ti it ,
Institute of In,urate-a s
.
Aaltn234.
The program, whivh started this
week, will he held at 730 p.m. on
Tuesdays anal Thurglays at the
Peter Burnett intact Ifith Sehool
"This is an unusual opportirnits
for students and others to learn
about the opportunities in the life
in.:warier. field from recognized and
impartial exnerts," said Dr. Edward
Clements. SJS placement officer
and Institute of Insurance Studies
’,resident.
The series, which svill conclude
Ireeember 13, will be headed to
individuals from insurance and related fields.
Itegistration fair
limited. Cost of tte
poi. person. No single ;ulnat.
will he sold for indivi lead sa.,Students who reeelse -.lipl
’hips will have Ilion.
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political situation Aressed.
.,aege cal lb..lawst World War 111.
As a librarian. Dr. Guilty is a
he later studied at the Peter Paz - notewauthy example of an immimany University of Sciences in trant’s attemi t to integrate the
Budapest for his Doctor of Lau ltevt aspects of two cultures, offerng his knowledge to improve
and Political Science degrte.
Ilia. IA ’,I Id’,
l-a-came a legal adviser 10 the
"Because I was a lawyer in Hungarian State Railravvl ta 19:50, people.
Hungary. my homeland, the judge arid held that position Mad he
tskagi me to compare the law sys- fled in 1958.
!ern of America with that of lion GOOD 1151PRES1:4110N
’toy. 1 wasn’t expecting that kind
151y wife anal I came to the
of question." he joked.
United States because all that I
Dr. Galffy escrga.d into At
from Hung: ztv is Iii hi, s’ Is- on , read or hetird about this country
had given fl1P the impression that
Nov. 22, 195a:. %Va. asaaa. :separated
its people stood for the better:rant
for many ho
by gin-dire, and
of mankind. Since we hese been
had to keep going, not knowing
living here, my prPViOlIS belief has
where the other was. It is an unbeen strengthened. 1 am very
forgettable experience!’’ he exproud to have become a IS! in
claimed passionately.
of the United States," Da. (;t Is
The Stryl," Setter
With his dark, wavy hair per-ant
fectly in place and his lafisSIC7li
For the Xmcr. Season
The Galff;.s biggest forcible n.
Gets
since they landed in Nrw Jersey
’,)gs from
nearly seven year, ago. has hey.
GOODWiLS AUXILIARY
the language harrier.
COS1jME SHOP
’’A person with a profession eat:
44 N. Market St.
CV 7.4604
rlo little until his knowledge
11:5O

if‘

pari I.

Irian

tam until Ilts.

13

r

vounseling.
Sitglent advisers will he available for appointments to aid stu
dents in planning their schedules
fix the coming semester. car to disahlerns.
miss individual

Curtner Cycle Sales

Bic yc ! es -U nic ye:es
Motorcycies
New and Used

tp Curtner s for expert
repairing of a’: makes and
rr--dj and for parts and
959 South First Street
Phone: 292-3540

1

r

,..see our fine selection

GENHER MUSIC

CV 7-7417
1384 W. San Carlos
$
gr,cti,.-::::6/".--t-’,.".0:::::::::::.,,W.W.,,,,,#.1sfore,
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Twenty eolleges
are offering tellossshc.
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4 at

1024:020:0"..0C,

for a lifettme of
proud possession

niyyr

for the 196:1-6-1 acad. a.t

year, according to Don Ryan.

-

sistant to the dean of strident

HUM Club will he, .. discott
of the Jewish vies% et mar,
and intetmarriage at their reatm tr
meeting tonight at 8 in the Con, _,
Union, according to Barbara
enberg, 1111)1161g chairman. I o.
Harry May, an area co-ordinator
of the group, will present the talk
The club will also receive a contribution from the KNiti
men’s lodge toward a proposed
new home for the group. The donation will he presented In; Ham
A. Stein, representative of the
lodge.

dents.
Students wishing to atignd thy
t
meet, which begins at t:
.,I1
are requested to sign u
SAM bulletin board ow, 11e TI
I 18.

k.;

watches ti.ai

4.(.)
302 Town & Counlry Village
gat.,
entl au h’iyhta

/
iewei Ct.!

A

Teachers Sought
By L.A. Schools

One of the t :terns in Calif..: t
fall in saartii
LEFT ALONE
the Lot; At, _
g School
"As our illungariant fight for Wet.
freedpm failed and We were left
.
i’sIl Ito at thr
A rep:’.
alone in the wag I finally under- Placement Center, :1r1m23.1 parr
stood. with great pain and disap- row, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., tit 1:111:
pointment, that the Western world elementary candidates at all grad.
had abandoned Hungary. I did not levels.
want to continue to live under a
Seer-avidly teachers ttie eSpor
co.npletely foreign Communist ally needed in mathematics, t.d...domination.
ness education. English, girls’ lh -"Rather than be at the sheer kat education, sendate. homea....Itmercy of the secret police and ing, industrial
Ilisten to lies and hypocritical special education.
statements I decided 1 svould RecInterested persons should
to the West, even though it meant up for an intens,. ty aippotn:
abandoning everything I loved and immediately rat
i
worn
.a. net" Nothing is worse than lit: in a country subjugated by
especia:ly
Communists,
Pareign
when they use methods equal Pc.
if not worse than, the ruthlessnes,
of the Dark Ages," he said em phatically
.rs
Dr. Galffy had
In
"f his eyes.

4th and

SPECIAL
FOR
WELL GROOMED
SPARTANS
MEN’S & WOMEN’S
MANICURE
SETS
Fine Stainless Tools
in Leather Case

St. James

SPARTAN 57r.VAL

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR

MEWS
I;00DED
SWEATSHIRTS

Automatic Transmission
Seal Installed. 535.00
on most cars
Transmission Overhaul
$75.00 most makes of
cars

for these

Engine Overhaul
$75.00 and up

leisure & loafing
moments during

Valve

Job

$20.00 and

The Holidays -

up

for knocking

Engine Tuneup

around next

$3.57

Satisfaction Guaranteed

semester

DAHNKEN-LERMAN
120 E. SAN FERNANDO
Cnekt to Cal Book1

OPEN MON.-THURS.--FRI.
’TIL 9:00 P.M.
ParForq Nat Door

FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE
1557 S. lit St.

CY 5 6559

ALWAYS ON SUNDAE

NO MONEY DOWN

91 South Ftst Street
f,,,aa
c
geirtts

ADORJAN GALFFY
... law to library

Further information iv. :available
appearance that of composure, the
in Ryan’s offive. Adm269.
schools tare ("ohm- full depth of his life under Corn his University, Cornell University, manist domination could he fa Isis
uni_ thorned only in the crystal blue
University of Denver. Flot

Victor If. Milton. rograana!
manager for the Vick Chemival
Company, will speak at tonitzlii’s
meeting of the Society for the A.1vancernont of Management, at the
Garden City Ifof bran.
Milton will discuss the company’s summer grogram for stu-

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

1.-’

ktul

SAM To Hear
Sales Executive

rasing
a world ot new not.c.or,
with
3v congratulations on any
a:. ogECIA watch Infallibly accurate,
traparahly beoutif1.1 a constant retail:0,1
ot yotsr love and affeetion. Chows t
01.5
01a11.7tkA trAlerri.nn.

It’s Time

t,

T:co’s Taco

Hillel Club Plans
Talk on Marriage

eat ml

I.

’11,

versity, Harvard University, Uniserails. of Hawaii, University of
Maryland and Miehigan College of
o
Mining and Technlogy.
Others are Mount Ifolynke Col lege, University of Nebraska. New
Metshu University. Yew York University. Ohio State Univer -its’,
latitama State Uniser,irs, "’niterI y of Oregon. Pat hie
Religion, University of Pitrtairgli,
Purdue University . Iniyersits if
Wiseonsin.
Texas and Universiis
-

Iran

h Street

11.1/1

By .91 )1)5’ KINCAID
’1 became a citizen at exat.’
12:17. It galls wonderful.- So stated
Dr. Adorjan Guilty, assistant librarian at San Jose State College for
two years, about his acceptance
I American responsibilities at the
taa’anining of last week.

--..---------------------. 20 Colleges
s, Offer
11’ 0 L K
i ’63-’64 Fellowships,
Guitars -Banjos -Music ;,
.
s z: Assistantships

1-4120
CCOSeire..e.itS140.5

ent Rates

Sunnyvale

Maude

’Citizenship Wonderful,’
Says Librarian Galffy

0.1. Counseling

. and Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and every other day, enjoy kingsize home -sundaes. Make ’cm w:th
Foremost’s delicious ice m:Ik. BIG
DIP ice milk comes in a tempting
array of flavors and sizes.

Foremost Golden Sate
400 N. 1st Street

the

perfect topper for the

"casual" student

SWEATSHIRTS
LLUE

PED

1000o caftan for eciEy care

37
SPECIAL
STORY & KING ROADS
Open Mon. ihru Sat. ’El 9 - Sun.

Phone 259.1790
5

Nos.. 28. 1982
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Cagers Open Sen:iF
At Portland Fria7

Spartan Grid Squad Leaves
FIr Aloha Bowl at Honolulu
roe

baskciliiill and
and
football
The
Nin
schedules come into voinflict Fri- lineup
day night its the Spartan cagets reason.
open their 1962-63 season at Portland against the Portland Pilot and the grelders face the Hawaii
Sis Auto
hmorami Savint. Announced
Rainbows in Honolulu.
wo...
end
married men
For coach Sfo Inman’s five it
21, $711 less $11 dividend,
of gag pasted on Currentoi e net
17
wrial
marks the opt
cent dividend). Singie men under
$752
141 dividend. or
scut State.,
beesim- sew ssi s
net
of 120.
The Spat ITIOSt titteeettt411!
il0/20.000 Boeing hitury Liability. ism
Property
Damage
and 5500
tans have a nuclei it- L toe lettm
Payments. Other coveregee .5101,11
Pereble sayings. Parrreot
ii chance -men lincir to
mad ante, twine or it.
year. Call or write to.
Three seniors, a junior and ss
nation to George M
sophomore hay. won the startin
544 1/4"le Avenue S.
IlEdent 1.1711 (de,
chmes against the Pilots Fritla
night and again Saturday at th.
Oregon city.
Leading the Spartans will
senior forward Dennis Bates whi
won honorable mention on the AliWCAC team last year. The 6-4
Bates will get the nod at one
the forward spots.
To SJS Students R,
The other forward will be
MONDAY-FRIDAY
senior Bill Robertson. I..ast yt‘t:’
Robertson topped the Spat! ans
-coring before being declared ineligible due to a grade deficienc,
Robertson has been given a clean
bill of health and will probably It
s’ne of the Spartans’ le-,dens this

ielate
rlisalipsunting 1-5-1 lee’Lis season. the Spartan footleave today to play in the
Bowl at Honolulu. The Sparopponents will he the CMt.
.SIty of Hawaii Rainbows.

games. inmever. the Ramis. rs have
won two and lost one.
They opened their seas, n ii fib is
=
loss to Cal Western and then deCC.:JPON =
=
feated Los Angeles State the next
week. Last week the Rainbows
=
The Spartans weren t awaiting hung on to win 14-12 over Wil.in invitation to the post season liamette. They fumbled the hall six
Shiner’s (",ame. Rather, they knew times but still remained on top.
=2 before the season started that the
Much of their schedule has found
trip to Hawaii was a post season the Rainbows playing local semiCoupon Expires
E
naZe, win, lose or draw.
pro and service squads. From the
Coach Bib Titchenal has elected one film Titehenal has on the HaFR!!)AY. COVCNI2ER 30=
=
a squad of 26 men to take to the waiian squad, he says that it has
one lighter per Person
’,lands. They will arrive this after- good speedy hacks and big linemen.
=
?
noon and play the Rainbows FriCoach Jimmy Asato’s gridders
Ei dm night in Honolulu.
are making a comeback in inter1:3 S. It, St.
=
Titchenal doesn’t know too much collegiate football after a year’s
F.
about the Hawaiian squad. It has
bs en cc. The team is molded
and h -1 =
fated
f its games back in around five lettermen from the
most
ii
In their three mainland 1960 squad: 220spound tackle, Milt
Hirohata; halfbacks Robert Au anti
118111M:Li6Prinvigas-Tennyson Lunt and Al Domingo;
Cc, the feost r, I. ocean ,ac.ng bits and cycling aces...ones see
and fullback Aylette Wallwork.
, . . ... .

Pokel

Sr.10? RITE

rII a

Rick’s Bikes

1218 ElI ame
re. ,atIto 4 larx

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS
Special Student Rates
coma in today!
free delivery
latest models
fully guaranteed
Free parking
no deposit
Free exchange
CY 3-5283

124 E. San Fernando

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
FLY HOME
FOR CHOWS!
Make Your Reservations
Early for the Holidays
Cail
VC/4/41

7pereel cereice

Swenson Budding San Jose
777 North Pirst Street
Phone 278 6268

sPEr’im.
)1.1; it

One of the outstanding newcomers in spring practice was Larry
Price, a 260-pound tackle who made
ihe All -Army teani in 1960 and
1961.
In addition, the Rainbows have
270-pound tackle Peter Wong. center Dick Stewart, guard Al Natimatsu. halfback Ben Ronquillo and
quarterback Ken Stern.
Hawaii has a lack of depth in
the backfield and is inexperienced
at the quarterback post. These
problems will have to be overcome
by the solid line that is adequate
in weight and experience.
This is the final game of the
season and collegiate career for
12 seniors on the SJS squad. The
hig losses will he fullback Johnn%
.Johnson, ends Chuck Elder and
’ireg Rocha. tackle Joe Gibbons
and center Rod Thomas:.

SPARTAN FORWARDDennis Bates will open at one of the
forward spots Friday night when the Spartan cagers start their
1962-63 season at Po,iland agairst the Pilots from Portland University. Bates was the leading scorer on last year’s squad and
is expected to be one of the leaders again this year.

Frosh Basketballers
Ready fa- Opener
,
rec,
honors at Campti. bell.
Anreher outstanding It:icier-out
It this
return to the esimmie.; ii
man is Bolt Griggs. vho svi,1 sit out
season, as coach Danny (*.lig
ho
tame because of an
current entry is stacked %.
...I.-. Griggs. a graduate
tii most innsii taut
.1 sii Miatt,, is rlescrilied by
i
"i ur ninsit ifin.le,sie and
i
sucer_ss-si/e rit I
By frIF:Nf.:

Freshmen Poloists
Advance to Finals
In Nor-Cal Meet

s;!

n

,

Fresh I s1,.

il.y.
Stalwarts Jeff Faulkner and Ray
Arveson sparked a third quarter
rally which enahled San Jose
S;ate.s frosh water ix.lo team to
wade by the Cal Aggies varsity.
13-4. and advance into the final
rmind of the Nor Cal Championships Monday night at Treasure
Isl..ni.
San Jose gained position in the
.evond roend via the forfeit ratite,
is Modesto, originally scheduled to
eet the Spartahabes in the opening round Monday afternoon, withdrew from the tourney..
It appeared that the leaguetampion SJS team was in for a
.iirprisingly dif f icul I evening
against the Aggies, as the game
remained scoreless until the second quarter.
Arveson, Faulkner and Greg
Herrick pitched in goals to give
San Jose a shaky 3-2 halftime advantnge.
Coach Lee Walton’s Spartan
i,’earlines finally caught fire in the
third period, its they outsetired the
Aggies
to take a commanding
8-3 lead.
A rveson tossed in lees
goals.
while Faulkner. Iferrick and cocaptain Bill Parker hit sine apiece.
The final quarter was a rarhon
ropy of the thir .lSaJ,SS S again
5-1.
outscored the losers !

Glines. in isi.
h. I
frosh menu :
s
:.
s
provin:
s’
ord. In his first
he
the Spartabahes to a hrililiint

HOME

.
s. i’.

s
s

-

With the seasen t.;sner tigis;:nit
Oakland J,.1:1j4,1’
Glint’s has isirvial;. comur.s.,:!
twelve man tri,V-d;r1,!,
a possible staining lineup.

c.o. I re. another

!
tel sitould
s. ss es ss stir lobs rims it in tile sea. n oiesirst. Ciosisit
ti -ti, is the
IT
fro h j
1
1’.

S.111
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A PARKING PLACE IS RESERVED FOR YOU
For only S1000 per month
Inside Parking

Where can I get a job
that will make use, of
toy college training

lailirkation
/or the

I

it

Do I hare to learn
typing and shorthand
to get good-paying
work

1

Oil Lliativ
hat)

?

reSsary

eipm

grehm 8ro4.
’,MI F ,tr.an.l.,

,c7,7r.N
TiLL
P,L1.

Are any of these your questions?

?

Then give your car a home on campus at Brehm Bros. direct’,
kittycorner to Son Jose State’s library where

12’1 I

2 Miles South of Story Rd.,
on S. White Rd.
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,
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New"wetter.than-water action melts beard’s tough.
ness-in seconds, remarkable new "seetterthanswateraction give. Old spice Super Smooth Shave its scientifie
approximation to the feather -touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towel. and riia--a4..e rt,

Ert,rvihing

CYPRFSS G!-(17ENS
GOLl:
Regulation
VICO yd
par 3

etirid inh. ’h

Tired of trying to find that morning parking spot or of leaving
your car in a loading zone only to find a parking ticket on
your return?

Engine Repairing

)51

PLEASANT EILL
GOLF COURSE
Regulation
$10(
18 Fcles

j
, 41
;it t!
I
for Men must rep
’s
,s1ViSfsrS next week. Air Isar
r the
,.pring semester will be done at
shit time.
Those students who do not etiMrInie advisement (luring this week
’till not be advised until registration thiNs. Advisors schedules roe
is
sl’sn their offices and sin sign
several plates in the

Roomy Track

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. \
timilimation of anti-s.eaporation agents
Sup s: smooth Sha,,e stay moist and firm. Na
no
dry spots. Richer and creamier.., given you
re -lathering,
the moo twit/1411g ’hair...fastest, cleanest -arid most
comfortable. Regular or mentholated. 1.00.

,

Two Courses For Your Conrn..:.,

"n, ev’Eerr,:e2l.
5irh Iv.,ext Week

omTed

I

V..11 employ th. typical
.tie .
-"V: a hail Contrtu.
five
starting
At present the
ininan to :min
cludes Bill Clegg anti S. T. SaiIts’il.
rieren,rs
forwards: Frank Tarrant is. venter:
and Pete Newell Jr. and Mike
Smith at guards.
s
The grand Clegg. art alt-Irattue ’litmus’ it
Santa Rosa High, stun le 6-4 arrl :land ansl chill -tremor at Aqueduct
is a fine all-arcuirl MM. IC. lit rae’e tr se!: ew.er sesen acre: with
lettered in both base-List and bash- ’sue trill on -mare feet of floor

Give Your
Car a
Home on
Campus!

rc-

S 4-4 Lk L.. 7. 0 NI

Hui Harry Edwards, 6-8 240d.und junior, will get the call tin
the print position. Edwards, with
very little experience behind him,
became the Spat tans starting center last year. He was third in scoring behind Bates and Robertson.
He totaled 162 points.
In the backcourt. the SJS lisp
will have senior Bill Yonge at one
guard spot. Last year Yonge in.named to the second team of tio
At
California team as
well as receiving honorable men-ion on the All-WCAC team.
Joining Yonge %yin he sophomore
Ron Labetieh. He was sine of the
stars of the SJS freshman squad
last yeast.
Inman expects that four iither
players, in addition to the five
starters, will see a let of action in
the games this year.
Ile is impressed by the
forwards Mel Simpson aryl Eddie
Sims. In the backosirt. Cral_s e’s
penter and Alan Janesi have al.a
shown great ability.
E -be- Is hos lees-, hampered le.:
deep
acco. It, to Inman.

paid job

/fess
lo get

a

,
I’ll be on cans/iris
soon to bring tool
the answers tow want
to hear
so. sh,. plio,mont office now

Ir.tore-lisl 41 working with the
public in a job that challenges
an appoin. re. n1
your ability? Our Avis Lirognema
placement rare to
a t,r
will be at t
t
tell you about the good -paying
\
4)...1,..)
positions we have fur c
egelloenohpeleT
girk.

Pacific

T, f 14, "i

ROBERT’S
BOOK
Co.
Your
for

heAdquaters

for

paper

back books.
from
Located on 4th across
(open all day Saturdaytoo)
library

st’%ItT %N. DV’ 1-7

rime Out

Sextet Brings SJS

With JOHN HENRY
Sports Editor
\ean 19 -year -oh I Tom O’Hara I till S.IS distanv(rnan 1) a n n
,inning the cross maintry inch- !Murphy third, the younger men,
’championship and 18-yea t- bers of the distance field arc
a dual
_
making themselves known.

By GERALD 1:111BOK
?

Danny !Murphy. Ron Ire.m..lett
Fishback, Ben Ticket, Horace
Whitehead
and
Jose
Azevedo
brought In San Jose State the
its 1962 cross country NCAA championships from East Lansing, Mich,
by edging out Villanova.
Monday. The Spartans were twiner-up to Oregon State last yeti]
Little Danny Murphy plait
third individually, alt hcugh Torn
O’Hara from Loyola of Chicago
outdistanced everyone to win the
individual title, Murphy’s time.
19:32, was only seconds behind
O’Hara’s winning time of 19.2:1
for the four-mile course.
Thins Mil rph5
WM red
the
only All-American 114+1,10r for the
Sparta’ no, but entieh Dean Miller
stated, "It is the team title that
Is all important."

third member of the rising
18-year-old Bruer
Kidd from Canada. The young Canadian sensation has been thrill
mg the crowds at the British fri.
pate and Comonwealth Games in
Aust ralia.
Saturday. at Perth. Kidd outran
the field to win the six -mile event
nr of four distance races he has
A

Auto
ing.Annourod
,aci mum ..
o
>15 current I!
tine. n,’,,
!
divIrlend, or a r.a1

WREST AVE.
px PHARMACY
\ our Health

4ery

Liability. 1! ..)
and $500 i.. ,t
Payment, co ,x
P or four toa a
!ifs for full ink.,
es M. Carncoail,
S MOG, Sunnyval
(day & On’

is our primary
responsib:lity

.COrestti..

CIAL

*

serve your physician’s present).
tions with the utmost precision is
our main concern. But we also know

To

must be filled.
that your daily needs
of
That’s why we carry a full line
brand name toiletries, drugs and cosmetics at modest student prices ...
plus a free delivery service.
201(, Forest Ase.
Ave.1
itlff Raw

CY 8-4100
ynto

R,

Faculty

Y-FRIDAY

owL.

SAVE
On Car Services
98e

Lubrication
4B
Oil Change
(most major brands)

qt

Your Conuer;ence
974

Brake Adjustment

,NT HILL
COURSE
n
$100

$1.00

Tire Repel

$1.10 per wheel

Wheel Pack

35e per tire

Tire Rotation

$1.00

Battery Charge

30% off

0,1 Filter, Air Filter

GREENS
COW:SE
n

75c

of Story Rd..
Vhite

PEM
’WAYS
ILL
P.M.

0.
fers for par-

th across from
Saturday too)
’any

Fully Guaranteed Recaps
Blackwell Exchange

$7.48

SPECIAL!
For an additional 10%
discount on above prices
Bring in This Ad!

Discount Lubritorium
6th & Keyes St.,

San Jose

brand net
for tinistinus
Pendleton
Oa...it. Shirt
hutionflon n collar

young stars is

ered.

711onday he ran neck and neck
%% Mt %him flalberg, %%orld record bolder in Ili.. three-mile. .%
crowd at
out to
If the s
g star could make
good in his quest of the grand
slam od the meet’s distance
events.
In addition to the six and threemile races. Kidd plans to go ill
the mile. where he will meet world
record holder Peter Snell and the
grueling marathon. The exhausting marathon course covers 26
miles 385 yards.
1 lalberg stayed just behind the
young Canadian in the middle of
the field of 14 runners. With 2’2
laps left. Kidd spurted to the front
with Halberg on his heels.
The two runners went shoulder
TO shoulder into the final ClUitr1CIPmile lap. With about 300 yards tin
Talberg streaked to the front
Isidd tried to itiateli the pace
in the blistering 100 -degree heat,
hitt he lacked the pmser. Ile had
to hang on to finish ill third
()lave behind Hall" rg anal %its Indian Roli Clark. Clark so as 15
% ands behind the %% inner ;mil
It kid %%as three yards behind

DANNY MURPHY
... paces harriers

Free Throw Contest,
Swim Entries Due

1,110. ,1,1,
-?.11111,1111’ 11141 tree
throw entries is Fritlij in intramural office, MG121
The free
throw contest is next Wednesday,
"That Halberg is like a fox,- the and the swimming event will be
slender young Canadian said after Dec. 5-8.
Fraternity basketball begins tothe race. "I made the mistake of
not making my move earlier and morrow night, and the independent
trjing to burn him out. I should league starts Monday. Intramural
hat.rt run the mice differently. I Director Dan Unruh said there are
56 independent teams, 14 more
have a lot to learn."
Vhether Kidd can continue in than entered last year. Thirteen
Itis plans to run the mile and fraternity teams have entered.
This year’s Turkey Trot was won
inarathon remains to be seen. SJS1
track coach 13tal Winter doubts I by Robert Keller in the open dithat Kidd min. "He will have to vision. He ran the distance from
concentiate on one event in the the Men’s Gym to the Spartans
lilt ore," Winter ,aid. "He probably Stadium and back again in 17:51
in:, I iris tr, sec it Ir could double with a 45-second handicap.
George Yamamoto completed the
eent, in the 19u.1 11, Moil’s."
length in 17:56 to place sec.,nd.
Dan Rye took third place, finishing in 18:01. Dick Wilkins was
Gil Hodges fourth. six seconds behind Rye, at
1\ 1..1V YORK I UPI
bloke into the major leagues as a 18:07.
h it’d
baseman and ct, stirually
Alpha Tau Omega won the Greek
ex- I., lays in 2:28. Allen Hall won the
plaji d every inlaid pr!’!.on
-lit shortstop..- well .i ,mleri, I. Alien Hall challenge race with 35
poits over Sigma Phi Epsilon
nil the oidtirld
uc hich had 137 points.
Delta Upsilon had the highest

When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux From IDA’S

SJS Polo Team
Loses Final Tilt
To Olympic Club

ALL NEW

JACKETS,
PANTS, SHIRTS,
AND
ACCESSORIES
Santa Claus
Costumes, too!

WATCH FOR THE OPENING
OF OUR NEW STORE
380 S. 1st

Ida’s Tuxedo Rental
1027 S. lit St.

CY 2-9102

---

111’11 Georgia
’fedi will meet the I - mrs ersity of
Virginia for the first lime in football rn hi 1965

HOLIDAY FAST SERV

Art illartinez
290 South First St.
Use your Bankamericrd or

the First Nat,onal Charge Plan
Open every night till 900
until Christmas
API

oariing tickets validated

39c
King Size Hamburger
"A Meal In Itself"

39e
Juicy Hot Dogs
1111
Erery .Surtday

tircri nut alt.ktoUs. 10 ;Jo !
tire this afteiriticri
pr!.,
’,1,111
tit go horny to loll.
0,in I:
mach Bud
ry up and ger it..
everyone brake tau
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17111
and
Tucker lath, as
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lia lo
reoWliihr.r
haprovenient Tucker made. Friar
lat
si.ir’s 5-Itls place,
tiel.t.r
ISM ...I up 10 place, N,. ’.t %ear
he should III.
11roligur.

Tucker salt’. "it vi is
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lace. but vi e siii bo’sed
h.
-tart. It ’0.1. bad it lp
,I.

,,,heart and Jose If,
241 Is and -11,1. 1,-
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:laded to this. srlite!
"’lief and 1 vt twit’ has,. I ittjwit,-ti
1-2, it he hadn’t law ua ’if I. and
e
11111110
gout-ti
11 a ball
start.

Body Repairs & Painting
Insurance Work
Aluminum Work
Free Estimates
Gi.araMeed Wori..rnansli.p

CY 2-9099

(.7\/f
I i!
PIWIT & 1;ODY SHOP

11

Rout Duo is, %% Iii. I tsti-i
(19:45.1i). said, "It
the osay I thittl.
.’’’(t’ in
100th pievition lot /1. ! sl iii ml, Still, it tsas the iii

ALMA GOLF COURSE
son jcse’s newest, most modern
9 hole golf course

tire."
:no,

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
students and faculty

’’1:-,_4.

ir
oo

Crest

FOREIGN CAR

cc ,

members
i.
ion. Ne eft loaess,
very jubilant roil
expresso! I,.
ning the

Team
_

man, (Tossed the finish !,.
frorth soot with a Iti ;

I

is

in

!pus in.
by a

rue

ttitt,t, Vie Zwotak, another V.1l.

ripe #41341

47 N,11.

Enjoy .:trokirg
Smoke a pipe!

GOLF

SLGO

MON

MINIATURE GOLF

And while you are shopping .-y
one of our select blends cf
Nu.
imported or domestic tobacco Ju..t
right for the discriminating pipe
smoker,

THRU FRI.

.75c. with A.S.B. Card

* 9 -hole golf course
* putting grecits

* miniature golf
* snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
Ai ri St ,Son :cse

’

In the novice division, Larry
Messenger finished second to Yamamoto. His time was 18:09. Les
Bennett was third with a time id
18:25. He placed ninth over-all.
There were more than 800 entries in the Turkey Ti-nt. More
than 600 actually started the race
and 350 finished.

tUk

1.9.1V1144

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50‘

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TULLY ROAD
(Sat, Sun & Holidays excluded/ 0
txraMaYlannEentlrai

CUGGINOS’
PIZZA

.n

A First

Across From the library
on 4th and San Fernando

was not up to par. A tiltstei
patently caused poison to liecumulate in his system. Miller said.
"When he 1)egan running, the triotion of his legs pumped the isiison
all through his bodj."

Ii ’minim

1962 cam par 11 in disapp..int:rig sly le. I’
otnis’
he powerful IlkInpic Club, 11-2,
in the opening round of the Northern California Championships last
txttek.
The favored San Francisco seven
11 ent on to win the tournament by
lopping Sanford in the finals, 7-0
Ii t1riughrian led the winners with
seiat gu ails.

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce
Buy your new
Pendleton at

irldIJ

1,,

,

DINNER

ALWAYS VIIIKAS WOO&

petrentage ol entries who completed the Turkey Trot race. The
DU’s had 82.05 per cent. The Sig
Eps finished 61.33 per cent of their
men.

All-Around Man

Look Your
Sharpest!

Pendleton’s gone "Ivy
League"the classic look for
gentlemen young in spirit!
The shirt is new, but the exacting standards of quality
have been maintained by
Pendleton since 1863. Checks,
plaids and tartans return color -bright after machine washing. You’ll want several patterns. Solid colors, too.
14 -1y.! --S114.95

Actually, the team did not d,
as well as most thought it would
do, however. For the first mile and
a half, the Spartans were far back
in the pack. Then Murphy broke
through along with Davis.
The main reason more members
did not finish higher is because of
the pew start. lien Tucker stayed
with Fishback, who placed fourth
in last year’s meet, but this year
suffered swollen lymph glands and

Title

Perfect for that
10 p.m. study break!
16 Delicious Selections
Cheese
Onion
Bell Pepper
Anchovie
Pepperoni
Salami
Mushroom
Italian Sausage
Linguisa
Mushroom & Salami
Mushroom & Linguisa
Mushroom & Pepperoni
Mushroom & Sausage
Garlic & Sausage
Bell Pepper & Onion
Cugginos’ Special

Call
CY 2-8119
for delivery

;AA

get Lots More from LM
rr. .,

IIIM

i
more body L
in the blend L.... _....,_ba.,
,
4
_ -_ :,,---- Allow flavor
;
,
4in the smoke
i
CL more taste
through the filter
R

or
Come in
to

GGINOS"
862 N. 13th St.
OPEN

4 p rn

12 per.

CR. 7.(100t CO (12

ss

1-.00r,’,

ToAcro Co

_

It’s the rich -118.4w leaf than doeg

.moog I &NV -4.11,6,,

longer-aged, extra -cored leaf than even in some
ani.I
later is the modern filet-n --nil white.

ii wr.
1,,

I

more
I,e \I.

Imre \s hit,

touches your lip:s. LS.11’s the filter cigarette fur ’mope uhu reall) I,4e In sittaAe.
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Reservations Due
For Medieval
Wakefield Plays
meetings,

Spartaguide

TODAY:
Model United Nation& meeting,
College Union. 7 p.m.
Young Republican’s. executive
!shard and membership
112. 10:30 a.m.
IThe SJS Protestant Ecumenical
Co-Rec, acti dies, W 0 in e n ’ a Council is sponsoring a group theivrn. 7-30 p.m.
ater party to see the Wakefield
social Affairs Committee, meet- I
Mystery Plays in San Francisco
’
society for the Advancement of Dec. 7. according to Mark RutNlanagsrment, dinner and meeting. ledge, United Campus Christian
Fellowship campus chaplain.
iarden City Hotbrau, 6:30 p.m
The group will leave for San
Roger Williams Fellowship. recreation. Grace Baptist Church. 7 Francisco by chartered bus for
:the 12 plays, which will be prep.m.
Student Peace Union, meeting, sented by the Grace Cathedral
Civic Theater. -Because of the
c1-1167. 3:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Amociation. charter problem," Rev. Rutledge
said. "we need reservations by
!ding. WG patio. 3:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association, Saturday."
The Wakefield cycle of plays
llockey. field, 4:30 p.m.
was written in the Middle Ages
Orchesis, dance, WGIO, 7 p.m.
to be performed in the sanctuT 0 MO RICOH:
aries of churches, and were the
51pha GAMIlla, meeting with art
European predecessors of modern
in discumion. A110. 4:30 p.m. drama.
meeting with Harry A.
The plays are short, and each
Stern, president of the WNW illustrates a part of the Bible, beFI’Rith Men’s Lodge and Dr. Harry ginning with the Creation and
May speaking, College Union, 8 continuing to the Nativity. The
p.m.
plays were written by priests and
El Circuit) Castellano, meeting,
lay dramatists, and often replaced
7:30 p.m.
the sermon during services.
Archery, field. 4:30 p.m.
Cost for the trip will be $2.25.
House Teams and lndI’.i(IiIaIs, s1.25 of which is due in advance
WG23. 7 p.m.
Ifor the reservation.

Cars available to be driven
to Oregon. Call 294-4243.
839

Almaden

J.H. Goulden 8 Associates

SAVE
2c st 3c

PER
GAL.

299

9

REG

31

ETIAYL

OIL CO

MAJOR

GASOLINE

1 PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & William - lath B Keyes
10th & Taylor

Th:s Week Special!

toien’s Topcoats

FOR THE LONG PULL
ST. MARY’S, Mo. (UPD-Sign
a moving truck here says:
’The Haul of Fame."

Cleaned
and

Pressed

r_rilo, Plan now for your

aof

1

t BERMUDA

4,05
regularly $1.69

College Week
1963bigger,busier,
better than ever!

Informal welcoming dance to start
the fun.
College Day at the Beach ... the
biggest beach party of the year.
All -day cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon. Calypso music.
Gombey Dancers.
Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
CoUege Talent Revue.
Fun Festival with jazz concert;
choral groups, dame contests.
Barbecue Luncheon.
Sightseeing.
Special Tennis Trophies.
ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE

iisiPole

9,1441
Cleo:10,4
25 S. 3rd San Jose

The BERMUDA
Trade Development Board
620 FOR+ Avo.,14ow York 20, KT.

CY 2-1052

Spartana
1

FOR SALE

Sh..

64

rea,onat

e.

Fall se-

-

40.

4OP

:-

,

(0th 870.
moo ’or. 4-iraok. speakers
$560. D7.-

Roberts

-

0 di 98

Large 5-rm, apt. one block from S.J.S
3,%; r,arried $85. 292.9868.
3

contracts, approved apt. e
6", S ’07k CV 8.497’

’

>21".

-

Expert typing Service" "..1

No-Ot’and

read,
-

Typing - thesis, term papers. etc.
, ipewrrter, Phone 377-6498.

st:! room oor,,,o+
’

day or ngh
’IL 8-4335 or CL 11824.

Auto insurance for students. Ph 248
7420. Chet Bailey Ins, 385 S. Monroe S+

4...

44 Lncoln Corn’c’

Ca
57

3

Boys’

Bei

’
,

-

Expert

WW RiSto.
2,87 after 5

3 asted

my horn
CL 8 2737

nleor, guitar
k.flnW
9 30

G!er,

thee

293 3085

S gmA P

’3
MIS= LANEOUS

$5,6

Will do

:ale it’

serorect

papers

PERSONALS

4,, .1".
YVe-dy

typing tenrn
also edit

onod
" 895,

r
Dans.!ctro

.

fyp ng
C

Euop
Ag D

Ap.

Approved

art

CLASSIFIED

o

20e
RENTALS
I

$22.50 month
1 r

DRIVE AWAY

ROOM ard board

2

A

!( 7,.(,),s 7,

tint insertion
line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

WAC Visitor
Maj. Dorothy Sherba
eer selection adviser INIT1
Army headquarters at the
sidlo, will visit SJS tomorrn
discuss officer app)intincr,’
women in the WA(’
Major Sherba
home economics
a.m., and will he asailatilc
sultation Ill ICI

ctiiiyeeff
Ramsey

43 E.

Free

Parking

24

S. SECOND ST.

in

Portraits

Plan on having your gradue
pictures taken early. Be p
of your senior year with a
trait from Ramsey Studio,

Ramsey Medic

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Santa Clara

Studil

"The Finest
Graduation

18

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR

Photo

1027 Town & Country Village,
Phone 243.5761

CYpress 3-6383

lIIlllIliI(ffl

4n Open letteP re

OUP

9piende4 and ileighbop-o

1E21 EI! 1 :21M 1 M1=

FOY T
515 S. 10th St.
(at William)
"Home

We Are Not
On Strike!

The local Restaurant Employees Union demands that we
sign their standard contract which specifies job duiHs
which are different from our national standards. We CI
not agree, so THEY ARE PICKETING US.

of The

154
Hamburger"

IS PRIVATE ENTERPRISE STILL POSSIBLE,
OR IS IT NOW AN OUTMODED THEORY?
We are family-owned and family -operated. The owner, Gary Burkhart, was called into the
Army four days before we opened. His wife is operating the drive-in with the help of her
father and mother.
According to the union, one of them will have to join the union and pay dues because the
union will allow only two owners to be non-union. When Gary comes back from the Army
he will have to join the union before he will be permitted to operate his own business!

Meese.

H a

Joe Kerley
"Safe Buy"
Lincoln -Continental
Mercury-Meteor
Comet Dealer
Over 70 cars
to select from

IS THIS REASONABLE?
Some students from San Jose State College are helping us in order to obtain additional
income. Some housewives are also helping. We try to schedule their hours at times convenient to them.

MUST THESE PEOPLE COME UNDER THE UNION’S DOMINATION?
Our working conditions are pleasant, the work is easy, and the surroundings are clean.

HELP US TO CONTINUE TO SERVE YOU:

over twenty seven years
serving Santa Clara
County
THE FINEST IN
AUTOMOBILES
WRITTEN GUARANTY
BANK TERMS

RATES:

TO PLACE AN AD:
:327

Modern apf

TUFSDAT:
City of San Diego: Library
science, civil engineering and public administration majors.
U. S. Air Force: (women only)
:ill majors.
City of Hayward: Library science, civil engineering. psychology
and industrial relations majors.
Norair (Division of Northrup):
.\,,onatitical engineering, mcchan_
ical engineering, civil engineering.
chemical engineering, physics.
mathematics and electrical engineering majors.

Joe Kerley

-onf,act

25c a line

Men

Marefiek, Mitchell & Cu’: I
Accounting majors.
Peterbilt: Mechanical engineering majors.
Peat,

77 N. 1st st, 297-3313

Typing done In

3
5 2E2’
-

Elec

Career planning. $10.00 personal-voea

Ca

-ounseling.

, :

MONDAY:

’

s approved
Spring contract
--. Call 293597,
.
Ski boots, new, ladies’. 61/2 Rieke’s, HELP WANTED
70 /2 Aust"al;an. Reasonable. 292 I
e.eBoys to help rn,..."nni and afternoon
295-722S.
G-asylig skis, good po no books for ’a
6‘...
135. 258 4722.
’
SERVICES

Ply

If possible, appointments should
lie made one week previous to the
interview date at Adm234.

2

CY 3.9307.
2 app. apt. contracts reduced! Spr
21 5, 4Th. Tradition and style 16., 46 S. 8th CV 4.6171.
osi D294 +1 $34.50.
Cont. spr. see,, Catholic W.C. men O,
spring so. ./afe bath. $375. CV 4-4622. A. Dzera

eludes materials donated); the
The peal of laughter of the
door and adjacent area of one foot rotund, red -clad gentleman of
may he decorated; entries must Christmas fame is a highly sought
be completed by noon of Dec. 7.
commodity this time of year by
A first place trophy and two
runner-up trophies will he award- local employers.
According to Mrs. Phyllis Headed to the houses displaying the
land of the Placement Center,
best ’decorated doors.
open for SJS men
All women’s approved living several jobs are
to serve as Santa Claus at parties
centers are eligible.
Further information can be ob- and local businesses.
FOOLED ’EH
Applicants must have a large
SHAWNEETOWN, Ill. (UPD- tained by calling Judy Harris,
information
A bank in Shawneetown. Ill., on contest chairman, at 293-9898 or build. For further
contact Mrs. Headland at Adm234.
the Ohio River in Southern Illi- 293-9671.
nois, once refused to give the
struggling city of Chicago a loan
CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON
of $1.000 on the theory it was
1
"too far from Shawneetown to
5ypewriteri
ever amount to much." The 1960
census report on Chicago, 3,550,TYPEWRITERS RENTED
404: on Shawneetown, 1,280.
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
of any machine if you decide to buy.
CLEANING & DYEING
1900
Est.
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN For ;trick Dinseadoble
Saralee Come to

Job Interviews

App. brdng. house contr., bkfSt*.
sem. Carole. CV 3-9734.

.e pedals or motor.

1961
k

SJS
2383

Male rrnmate. 537.50 Imo. Wa k
",- :carfan Daily. Ext.

227. Ethyl 31.9 -a
-

Every effort is being made to
mail December checks to Korean
Veterans and war orphans before
christmas vacation, according to
d, Veterans’ Adminsitrat ion.
sr:dents are asked to sign their
vouchers on Dec. :( -1

Santas Sought;
’Specially Stout
H.! Ho! Ho!

’ ’Tomorrow is the deadline for
’submitting entries to Adm242 for
the Associated Women Students’
annual Christmas Door Decoration Contest.
This year’s theme is "Christmas
As Seen By .
Contest rules are as follous:
total cost of materials used may
not exceed five dollars (this in-

VA Checks

’WEDNESDAY:
U. S. Air Force: (women only)
’ill najors.

CLASSIFIEDS

Christmas Door Contest
Entries Due Tomorrow

Lincoln-Mercury
Used Cars

Call et Student Alleles OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall or

205 West San Carlos

Send in Handy Order Blank
Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orden

Open evenings & Sunday

- The Highest Quality Foods
- With Fast Service
- At The Lowest Prices in California

Jili,lials1.1.11, I

Henry’s Hamburgers
515 S. 10th Street
(at William)
Ample
Clean
*

Parking

/

GUA R A NTIII
HENRY’S HAMBURGERS
’’’’’’’
thr:fr.oshneb:::puU:Y.
HENRY’S HAMBURGERS :rend Itnoz d ..
HENRY’S HAMBURGERS th.
h...71,7j..7..
lull sotrsfeefien
yew
HENRY’S HAMBURGERS

Restrooms

Outdoor

Eating

1,111,1,1,1,1,14

.....

1’1’1 I

Area
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